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"Journalism is:a lodded gun. Aim it right
and you can blow a kneecap off the world"
Warren Ellis

Wooster Vandals drown
this

Jiannquaia
My
,mi devastates

IS

uii

South Asia

Week

Shabad Thadani
Sports Editor
On Saturday, Oct. 8, Pakistan, India
and the surrounding subcontinent
faced scenes of unprecedented death
and destruction, as an earthquake of
magnitude 7.6 rocked the two neighboring countries.
Although the epicenter of the quake,
described as the worst to hit South Asia
in over a century, was in Pakistan, some
..alt:
'
,
85 miles from its capital Islamabad, the
tremors from the quake were felt even
in the Indian capital of New Delhi.
As of press time, over 35,000 people
were reported dead, with over 50,000
more injured from the massive calamity.
,.
After initial" hesitation, Pakistan
agreed to accept aid from India, a country that it has fought three wars with,
two over the disputed territory of
are subjects of recent campus vandalism (Photo by Chris Beck). Kashmir that was ravaged and almost
razed to the ground.
Fortunately, the cost of clean-u- p
custodians,"
A plane carrying 25 tons of food,
Broede
comments
comes to only $100.00.
Young '07:
tents and medicine to the disaster-struc- k
According to Director of Lowry
Quite a few students are displeased
area flew over the border yesterCenter and Student Activities Bob
with this prank, and several agree
day, a repayment for the medical supRodda, "There is very little damage.
with a statement made by Jason
plies that Pakistan sent to India when a
The cart has been checked out by the Portner '06, who says, "Whoever did 7.7 magnitude earthquake struck the
grounds crew staff and is operable.'
this has to be crazv."
western state of Gujarat in 200 l.t
t'
At this time, no new security meas- Until new information comes to
Indian soldiers crossed the border
ures for campus golf carts have been light there is little that campus secuinto Pakistan to help their counterparts
devised.
rity can do. If anyone knows anyrebuild a damaged bunker and to ensure
The reaction from the student thing about this vandalism they are that order could be restored as quickly
body was diverse. Many of the stu- - encouraged to come forward and
as possible to a region that was over
dents that were present when the report it to Security.
come with chaos and helplessness.
golf cart was first discovered were
The student consensus seems to be
The European Union, along with
that though it is easy to see the
greatly amused by this incident.
Japan, China, India, Canada and the
"I thought that it was hilarious,
humor in the situation, it is unfortuUnited States, announced on Tuesday
especially since it happened on nate that this sort" of reckless vanthat they would give approximately
Family Weekend," says Aubrey
dalism can occur on campus, causing
$4.3 million in the way of humanitariBrown '08. "It was probably just a a great inconvenience to many.
an aid.
bunch of drunken people trying to
Also, per the existing Code of
According to an EU press release,
drive."
Social Responsibility in the Scot's
the $4.3 million was a preliminary
Heather Hunt "09 had a similar Key, the responsible party will be response, and they have made a comreaction. "I was slightly confused
expected to pay any bills- that result mitment to continue to help the earthwhen I first saw the golf cart. Then
due to vandalism.
quake victims, teaming with many aid
In previous situations, such as the
my friend started taking pictures and
organizations including Save the
I started laughing," she said.
Bornhuetter hate crimes last year, Children and the International
Others had a slightly different
students have had to pay damage
Federation of the Red Cross.
interpretation of this vandalism.
costs when a responsible party could
"It's just causing more work for the not be identified.
Additional reporting by Sara Taggart
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Andy Boylan covers the highlights of a lecture by Federal
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cart 30 and several chairs

Golf

Erica Seng
Voice Staff Writer.

.t
m

On Saturday, Oct. 8, students, staff
and parents were astonished to find a
golf cart in the Lowry waterfall.
Individual(s) unknown pushed the
cart and a few wooden chairs off the
edge and into the small pool on the
east side of Lowry Center.
Campus Security is currently
investigating the incident, though as
of right now, they have no leads.
The vandalized golf cart was golf
cart 30, the cart used, by the
Summer Conference staff and custodial staff. It is usually parked in
front of Lowry Center.
"Two golf carts, including
30,
were messed with on the north patio
early that same week," says Director,
of Security Lynn Cornelius. "There
were no witnesses to either incident.
It could be anybody."
The cart was discovered by
Security at about 7:30 a.m. By 8 a.m.
the staff at Lowry had been notified
clean-u- p
and
was
underway.

Football takes a tough loss to

faces Wabash at
home next Saturday. See
page 7 for details.
Kenyon,

Former Honor Code commit- tee member Mike Doerr
expresses his discontent with
the recently Campus Council
approved Wooster Ethic. See
page 3.
Cory Smith discusses the use

and misuse, of the word,
"townie. Read his editorial on
page 4.
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"Integrity" forum focuses on women's rights
Leah Koontz
Chief Staff Writer-

Kavita Ramdas, President and CEO
of the Global Fund for Women, spoke
at McGaw Chapel on Thursday, Oct.
6, addressing the topic of Women as
Change Agents as part of the 2005
Wooster Forum, Integrity: Local
Actions and Global Reactions.
Three Palo Alto women who put up
$500 each started the Global Fund for
Women. Since its founding in 1987, the .
organization has granted
more than $42 million to nearly 2,800
women's groups in 162 countries.
,
The fund supports programs that
provide economic opportunity and
independence for women, increase
girls' access to education, stop violence
against women, improve health and
strengthen
rights,
reproductive
women's political participation, challenge traditional customs that are
harmful to women, such as child marriage and dowry, promote the rights of
women with disabilities, ensure lesbian
rights, and support local philanthropy.
"What is a woman's issue? Health
is that a woman's issue? Peace
is that a woman's issue? Education
is that a woman's issue?" asked

Justine
McCullough writes about dating, or lack thereof, on campus.
Editor
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enlightens readers
with the .new
downtown
Wooster attraction, The Pottery
Art Studio. See page 6.
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"When you're 51 percent of the
world's population it's a little hard to
understand what issues you . . . get to
have the opportunity to discuss -what the Global Fund for Women
thinks women's rights are is to have a
right to participate, the right to have
. l
i
ti
ii
choice on an issues - on an issues mat
people who care about peace, justice,
and democracy should care about."
The Global Fund's philosophy is
that women themselves know best
how to determine their needs and propose solutions, for lasting change.
Ramdas said, "I don't believe culture is
static... culture is a living, breathing
thing. Culture changes because it's

r

Eta

j

Kavita Ramdas speaks on behalf of the Global Fund for
Women as President and CEO (Photo by Mac Buehler).
challenged most often by people within that culture... that is the most long
lasting form of change normally as
well... social change happens because
those that have been excluded from
power are demanding their fair share
of it." Requests for grants have to be
from a group of women working
together, the organization has to be
based outside of the United States,
and it has to be governed and directed
by women.
The Global Fund is the largest
foundation in the world that focuses
exclusively on international women's
rights, and the League of Women
Voters named Ramdas one of the
"Women Who Could Be President."
Ramdas' foreign birth makes this
award purely symbolic, however.
Ramdas was educated in the United
States, but remains an Indian citizen.
Her husband is from Pakistan, and

Ramdas said her father "was the
officer in the Indian navy
and fought in three wars against
Pakistan," pointing out that cultural
highest-ra-

nking

differences can be overcome.
An example of an organization that
received grants from the fund is the

Centre for Liberian Assistance (CLA),
which distributes food and resources
to over 300 single mothers in displacement centers, and provides training in human rights and how to run
for political office. A proposal can be
written in any language.
Ramdas speaks Urdu, Hindi,
French
German,
English,
and
Spanish, and the fund has many translators. Ramdas told a story of five
women in a Peruvian village that
signed their proposal with their
thumbprints because they could not
write. After they received their grant
to increase literacy in their area, they

wrote a progress report on which they
all signed their names. Ramdas said,
"Small grant, big change."
Using the recent world event of the '
tsunami as an example, Ramdas said,
"National disasters that affect people
in so many different parts of the
world don't affect people equally.
What Flower Aceh a women's rights
organization did that was so different
was they organized midwives. Many
hundreds of women did not have
access to midwives during the process
and reconstruction from the tsunami."
Insensitivity to women's needs after
the tsunami took many forms: pregnant women may miscarry or deliver
in unsanitary conditions, nursing
mothers and mothers with children
were given single portions of food,
insufficient quantities of underwear
and feminine products were distributed in public andor by male aid
workers, violating women's need for
and right to privacy.
In addition, Ramdas said, the
bathing and bathroom facilities were
shared by women and men leading to
sexual assault and rape, and clothes
rs
and
were lacking, which
was an especially difficult problem in a
majority Muslim country such as
Indonesia.
The fund has faced criticism for its
support of women's causes internationally, when there is so much need
domestically. Others have taken issue
with some of Global Fund's stances,
such as helping prostitutes organize
against exploitation. Ramdas has
noted that only $3.2 million a year
goes to women's aid overseas, compared with $90 billion for all US. philanthropy annually.
Less than 1 percent of the organization's funding comes from corporate
donors. Ramdas has said corporations
want to see their money work at the
local level. At the forum Ramdas said,
See "Ramdas," page 2
head-cove-
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Globalization focus of Federal Reserve forum

mm.

Andy Boylan
Voice Staff Writer

User Services head
Breitenbucher leaves

...

Kathy Breitenbucher, Director of
User Services since 2004, has left the
College of Wooster.
A Wooster graduate with a B.A. in
Psychology, Breitenbucher came to the
College in 2001 as the Help Desk
Manager and had served as a member
of the committee that launched the
Computer Donation Program.
Breitenbucher was responsible for
redesigning computer lab imaging. In
addition, she was an Advocate under
the Sexual Harassment Policy and
Complaint Procedure. She also served
Computing & Information Technology

anti-protectio-

Committee.

General questions and problems
concerning Information Technology
services should be directed to the Help
Desk while project specific queries
should be directed to David Waldron.

-

Science."

SIME

Ohio legislature considers ballot change
-

COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP)
The
Ohio Legislature is considering a bill
that would allow any Ohio voter to
request an absentee ballot.
The Ohio League of Women Voters
is concerned that this change would
result in a resurgence of an old form
of voting fraud. Under this bill, ballots could be mailed to nursing homes
and jails. .
The League fears that patients and
inmates could be forced to sign ballots
filled out by others.
1
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Donald Kohn '64 discusses globalization and inflation
(Photo by Mac Buehler).
Dr.

Acknowledging that outsourcing
and job reallocation are necessary to
an economy that works within a constantly changing framework of relations, Kohn focused on the imperatives
that we have as a nation and community to promote the highest of standards
for education in primary and secondary schools in the United States.
The reasoning here is that if we
focus on engendering a high level of
education in our society, more students
will continue their pursuit of knowledge in higher education.
If any country is at the forefront of
contemporary knowledge, science,
political representation, 'etc., said
Kohn, that country will be the most
j

fertile grounds for high paying jobs,
Kohn said. Even though the terrain of
the United States' economy has
evolved, we must shift our focus from
paid workers to potentially paid
workers in the future and adapt to
future needs.
Because of the dynamic context at'
work within a macroeconomic framework, Central Banks must evolve to
maintain
monetary
stability.
According to Kohn, their role is not
decreased by the influx of external

crises by displacing some of the burden on other countries.
As long as we retain a competitive
environment based on innovation and
productivity, our "economy's ability to
provide jobs on a sustained basis has
not been impaired by globalization),"
said Kohn.

Kohn's lecture was a part of the
James R. Wilson Lecture Series in
Business Economics, which is supported by the James R. Wilson Fund for
Business Economics and brings business and financial professionals to the

forces.
Rather, the increased interdepend

College of Wooster campus to share
expertise
anu experiences.
cajjci use and

ence duuuiu
should lessen
market
imam potential
fjviciiiicu nidi
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fame ... 75 percent of the casualties
in the war in Iraq are civilians and 90

percent of that 75 percent are women
and children."
She also mentioned Reuel Marc
Gerecht's (former CIA Middle. East
Specialist) recent quote in the New
York Times, in which he was respond-.in- g
to the question of why the
Coalition of Provisional Authority
headed by the Americans refused to
provide Iraqi women with a constitutional guarantee of their social rights.
Gerecht said, "Women's social rights
are not critical to the evolution of

.

"The people who donate to the Global
fund are a little girl who donated her
bar mitzvah check with a note that
said she had no idea some little girls
weren't allowed to go to school, all the
way to individual donors... philanthropy means the love of humankind."
Seventy-nin- e
percent of revenues
raised for the fund go to grants, and
21 percent go towards administrative
fees and fimdraising efforts. Ramdas
said, "Women who receive our grants
are already doing this work, they've
simply been doing it on a volunteer
basis without any sort of financial
support."
Ramdas also spoke out against the
war in Iraq and said, "After launching
wars and bombing campaigns that
destroyed hundreds of thousands of
lives and livelihoods for women,, and
turned many women into refugees, our
current administration used national
liberation and liberation of women as
a justification for wan in Afghanistan
and Iraq ... There are many women in
Afghanistan who would like to know
what happened to their brief moment

"Culture changes because it's challenged most
often by people within that culture.... social
change happens because those that have been
excluded from power are demanding their fair
share of it."
Dr. Kavita Ramdas

President and CEO of the Global Fund for Women

democracy."

you have remained so backwards.'",)
Ramdas coritinued to say that in
1959 an Iraqi women's movement

Ramdas continued to stress the
importance of understanding women
and women's rights in their cultural
context, specifically alluding to the
American administration's current
dealing with women's rights in Iraq.
She also noted the universality of sexism. Ramdas said, "The Americans
turned around and said to them the
Iraqi women how could we demand
that they need 50 percent representation... when we only have 40 percent
representation in our Congress, in our
Senate, and an Iraqi woman responded, and I quote, 'It isuiot our fault that

pushed for and received a law that
provided for equal pay for equal work,
freedom to marry and divorce under
secular law, and freedom to have custody and shared custody with children. Also, Iraq has one of the highest
percentages of women literacy in the
Arab world. Ramdas said, "It is important for all of us who care about
women to not preside under the
assumption that one civilization has
this understanding of women's rights
...but rather that all civilizations
share this unique situation of assum
ing women are somehow secondhand

i

citizens."... V ;:7''"7,
In the qu'estfon and answer period,
-V'

-

,4-

Ramdas stressed the importance and
role of men in the women's movement. She said, "Since the 1970's,
women have been saying, here, we
want the same rights to play the game
you all are playing. We need to look at
the game.
"What does work, mean if you're
giving up your relations with your
community, family and children? I
don't want to just switch places with
men... the women's movement will
free men as well."

At 11 p.m. Saturday
WCWS will broadcast
speech in its entirety.

Oct. 15,
Ra'mdas'

Professors Woelz, Clayton new to the College
Eleanor Ennis
News Editor
' Every

.

.

week the Voice will highlight on

the newfaculty members

of the new faculty
in IS departments.
This week Sociology and Anthropology
and English Departments are featured. '

tion which they hope will draw Sunni
support.
The approval came without a vote,
as insurgents increased their efforts to
wreck the vote. Key concessions made
to the Sunni Arabs who feared that
the constitution as drafted would
fragment the country include the first
article of the new amendments, which
states that Iraq will be a single nation
of guaranteed unity.
The Sunnis will have the opportunity to make more dramatic and substantial changes after the new parliament is elected in December.

Bruce Clayton
Sociology and 'Anthropology
Dr. Clayton, a 1999 Wooster alumnae
and major in Sociology, is newly
appointed to the title, of Visiting
Instructor this semester. After
Wooster, Clayton quickly moved on to
spend the last five years working on a'
Ph.D. in Sociology at Northwestern.
University in Chicago, Illinois.
This year, Clayton is instructing
courses in introductory sociology,
research methods, and social inequality.
He'll also be advising senior I.S. stu.

dents.

Compiled by Lizzy Druga

"I'm currently working on my doctoral dissertation a study of prison

In last weeks Sports article on

ministry and religious experience
among inmates in Ohio's Department
of Rehabilitation and Correction," said

L

Clayton.

for much else."

Originally from Dayton, Clayton
moved back to Ohio after being in
Chicago and now lives in Wooster. He
now is now recently married to another
Wooster graduate.
"My wife and I are still in the dark
about IWooster's various social outlets.
We both spent' four years here as students but didn't fully appreciate how
much the student's social life is structured by the college. As private citizens
of Wooster, we find ourselves struggling at times to entertain ourselves,"
said Clayton, "Having spent the previous five years in Chicago, where there is
ALWAYS something to do, we sometimes find the options in Wooster a bit
,

-

Though we at the Voice strive for
perfection, we, too, may fall short.
Pleas send all corrections to
voicewooster.edu.
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BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP)
Iraqi law:
makers sealed a compromise designed
to improve the chances for the charter's approval in the upcoming referendum by approving a set of last- -

Boylan.
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tution without vote

men's soccer., Johann Weber was
incorrectly credited as the author. The
article was actually written by Andy
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Africana Studies
seminar continues
The second Africana Studies
Seminar featuring College alumnuS
Gary Adkins '82 was presented on
Thursday,eOct. 13. Adkins's lecture,
"Blacks and the Media: An Insider's
View of the Washington Post," drew
on his longtime association with that
newspaper.
After graduating from the College
of Wooster, Adkins held the position
of administrative intern in the Dean
of Students Office and residence
director of Stevenson Hall before
attending graduate school at the
University
of the District of
Columbia. Currently he works as a
manager of the data center for a division of the Washington Post in addition to . being on the Board of
Directors of Project Northstar,
which tutors
and homeless
;!;:;: ;;
children.
The Africana. Studies Seminar
series will conclude Thursday. Nov.
10, with Ted Williams, the Robert E.
Wilson Professor of Chemistry
Emeritus, presenting "Blacks in

tural are unsustainable in the long run.
According to Kohn, acknowledging
this early will help our economy adapt
and adjust to the current needs of the
global economy. If we continue W support policies resistant to change, our
country will be more vulnerable to the
impending external pressures of the
global economy in the long run.
We must adapt to the context of
macroeconomics, which is constantly
changing, in order to avoid the severe
repercussions that delaying inevitable
market changes may bring, said Kohn.
et
With an
approach to
global economics, Kohn focused on the
effects that free trade and open markets, have on job creation, efficiency
and promoting higher standards of

What are the effects of increasing
interdependence
between nation-stat- es
on their inflation rates? This is
one of the primary questions alumnus
Donald Kohn '64, one of the seven
members on the Board of Governors
of the Federal Reserve System,
addressed in the lecture he gave on
Tuesday night at Gault Recital Hall in
Scheide Music Center.
After graduating from Wooster,
Kohn received his Ph.D. from the
University of Michigan.
.
His speech, "Globalization and
Inflation," focused on the positive and
perhaps inevitable effects of globalization on domestic and international
economies and monetary policies. In
his speech, Kohn took an
approach to coping with the
pressures of globalization.
Citing the adverse consequences of
protectionist approaches, the transfer
of pressure to other economic sectors
and its inhibition of "natural" market
dynamics, Kohn promoted an
et
embrace of the new global
economy as opposed to insular, reactionary policies to change.
The truth in his argument for
embracing globalization came in his
statement of "pain as well as gain."
Policies supporting protectionism in
such sectors of the economy as, sugar,
steel and pretty much anything agricul
-

after five years at IT

.

section editors:
Eleanor Ennis
Sara Taggart
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limited."
Yet, Clayton still seems to find appreciation for the town he spent his under-

graduate years in.
"Nevertheless, in our search for activities, we've discovered the Wayne
County Fair, Woosterfest, The Big
Picture, and a burgeoning coffee culture. And, of course, we enjoy Ike cultural events on campus, too," heSaid.
Clayton said, "On the whole, we're
happy to be back in Wooster, and I'm
thrilled to have an opportunity to teach
' at the place
that inspired my passion for

Woelz, Visiting Assistant Professor of
English, grew up "as an
Brat," and has lived all over the U.S.,
mostly in the South. Woelz received his
B.A. from Columbia University in New

are pleased to have Professor Woelz
teaching with us this year."
"My primary areas of specialization
are 20th Century American literature
(in particular, from the turn of the century through the 1930s) and Creative
Writing. I also teach the history of the
British and American novel,
gay and lesbian literature,
and the work of Canadian writer
Margaret Atwood."
Before coming to Wooster, Woelz
taught writing courses at a variety of
undergraduate and graduate schools.
"I've edited two short story anthologies and been a regular contributor to
several literary magazines," said Woelz.
'Two of my short stories have been
optioned by Hollywood production
and I'm currently workcompanies
ing on a new collection of short stories

Air-For- ce

York, an M.A. at the University of
Texas at San Antonio, and a Ph.D. at
the University of Kansas, all of which
have been degrees of English.
'This semester, I'm leading a workshop in memoir writing and in the
Spring
I'll be teaching
an
Introduction to Fictional Writing
workshop," said Woelz.

post-Stonew-

"Professor Woelz brings to us a
wide interest in different types of
writing and contemporary literature,
and' will teaching both 'fictional and
nonfictional writing, including a
course this semester on memoir writing," said Professor Daniel Bourne,
chair of the English Department. "We

'

and a novel."
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With teaching and researching .taking up most of his time, Clayton does
not have much time set aside for leisure.
"The truth is that balancing a full- -'
time teaching position and a doctoral
dissertation leaves precious little time

.

Karl Woelt
English
Born in Liverpool, England, Dr. Karl

FratSorority Team
I
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140 S. Market Downtown Wooster
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330-263-45-88
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Code should not be tool to punish
Actions of vandals
reflect on all students
Last weekend, this random act of
vandalism to our beautiful campus
was taken a step further when a golf
cart was found in the fountain behind

idea

Lowry.

While the prospect of a vehicle sitting sideways in the water may seem
comical at first glance, it is among a
pattern of behavior that must stop on
our campus. It is disrespectful, stupid
and

just

plain mean.
Students at the College of Wooster
can generally be trusted not to make
obtuse decisions. Howewr, the

actions of a few reflect upon the
entirety of the group.
The next time you and your friends
have what may seem like a harmless

.

pushing over a garbage can,
making a sculpture with the furniture
in your lounge, putting a golf cart, in
the fountain, having a carrot war in
Lowry, think again.
Every action has a consequence,
and often times the consequence is "
passed on to those who are not
responsible for the action.
Maintenance crews, custodial staffs
and other people that serve the college community at the most basic
level are often the most important
jobs of all.
We should remember these people
when a brash decision comes along.
After all, it could very easily be us
working those jobs after we graduate.

Family weekend needs
better parking options
Parking has been an ongoing problem on campus. Family weekend was
especially troublesome for parking
anywhere within a two-bloradius
of campus.
As the College knows, family weekend brings a great flux of people
onto campus. The main problem with
parking this past weekend was that
the city police ticketed almost every
illegally parked car. Most of these
cars belong to parents who pay
tuition to the college.
Now we're going to assume the
college could make the city aware of
the increase in cars on campus and
the possibility of illegally parked
ck

In last week's issue of the Voice,
the top story ("Alleged student rape
forces Williamsburg exit") contained information from an
conversation with a source
on campus.
The statement that "the victim is a
female student at the College of
Wooster," was not attributed to any
substantial source in the article.
While the story credited Dylan
Laurion and Erica Seng as authors,
Voice editor Liz Miller added the sentence in question.
The source for that information did
not wish to go on the record, and also
was led to believe that they were not
the sole source for that information,
even though, in fact, they were.
While the information is true, its
publication in such a manner amounts
to a major ethical violation, undermining the trust you, the readers,
have in our nevspaer, as well as the
trust sources have with our writers
and editors. Without those fragile
bonds of trust, our newspaper ceases
to be legitimate.
The culpability is not singular,
however. I'm at fault for not proofing
off-the-rec-

ord

cars as a result of the lack of campus parking. Hence having some
prearranged agreement with the
city to allow for cars to park illegally because there is no other parking
spot in any campus lots.
This parking dilemma reveals an
even greater problem with the
College of Wooster: lack of communication with the city and planning
with security.
It would make sense for the college
to have communicated with the city
police prior to family weekend to
make John Q. police officer aware of
the overflow of cars and lack of
parking spots on campus.

the article before we sent it to press,
for the paer's content is my responsibility, too. As a staff we are at fault,
for not
closely enough,
for rushing to the story, and for laxly
letting our bad habits catch up to us.
We're student journalists, far from
professionals, and w hile we cannot
promise to avoid errors in the future,
we have learned a great deal from
this mistake.
However, it is not our policy, nor
has it ever been our policy, to allow
unsupported statements in articles
and to not make clear to our sources
our intentions. We sincerely apologize for the error.
In response, our editorial board
decided Sunday night that Liz Miller
should take a leave of absence as
of the Voice, and she
has agreed to do so until the
Publications Committee conducts an
evaluation of her actions and endorses an official solution.
We will do everything in our power
to keep this from happening again.
copy-editi-

ng

co-editor-in-

Erik Shilling,
Acting Editor-in-chi-

-chief

--

ef

The Voice welcomes letters to the editor,
Letters cannot exceed 350 words in length and must arrive
to the Voice by 5 p.m. on the Monday before Friday publication.
All letters must be signed and include contact information.
The Voice reserves the right to edit and hold letters.
to voiceviewpoints
Please send letters via
College of Wooster,
wooster.edu or by hard mail to
Wooster, 0 44(9
e-m-

ail
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Recently the Wooster Ethic was
passed by Campus Council by a six to
four vote, putting it before President
Hales for approval and then on to the
judicial committee.
While I approve of the spirit of
the code, I still feel as though it has a
long way to go
before it can be
accepted by students. Most of
my concern has
to do with what

the statement that will apply it to the
student body, we can't really understand what the code requires of us.
The problem with a harsh enforcement of the Wooster Ethic is that it
will encourage a police state among
students.
They will have to be constantly
looking over their shoulders and
policing one another to make sure
they do not commit an infraction.
A punitive model doesn't teach students to do what is right, it coerces

.

enforcement before I approve such a
thing. I think this is simply the wise
thing to do, to believe what I see and
not until I see it.
Next there is the problem of student support. It is questionable
whether the student body supports
the Wooster Ethic.
Their support is needed because it
is the students that will have to
uphold itj If students don't believe in
the code, it will mean nothing.
The code's supporters might
,

cXhl teen1
punitive model doesn't teach students to do
what is right, it coerces them to do what is rie;ht. PProvedby
Campus
T"L
J the right
They do
Council, and
thing not because it is the
right thing to do.they do the right thing because
While it may
they are atraid ot who might be watching."
"A

mikedoerr

the code currently
says, what it leaves
out, and the sources it
still needs to go
through before it can
be readily accepted by the student
,

1

1

--

body.
A cause for concern is the final sentence of the Wooster Ethic which
states, "I will not. support by my

actions or inactions the dishonest acts

'of .'others.""'

'

This is the statement that gives the
code much of its force, as it "will
require students to be responsible for
w hat they see others do.
The question this begs however, is
exactly how will they be responsible?
W'ill there be harsh punitive measures taken for an infraction, or will
the code take on a more nurturing
outlook for, those who don't confront
academic dishonesty?
Will it be harsh or lenient? Since
we can't know this with out seeing

them to do what is right. They do
the right thing not because it is the
right thing to do, they do the right
thing because they are afraid of who
might be watching.
Doing what is right because it is
right fs of1 course the more1 morally
appropriate thing for students to do,
and it is what the code should encourage. Will the code do this? Without
seeing how it will be enforced and
what students will be held accountable for, we can't really know.
Supporters of the code may tell us
this is their intention, to use it to help
students do the right thing. I think
that is a good sign, but I'm not one to
take a promise for school policy.
I'd rather sec the whole of the
statement and its provisions for

be true that
Council does have the ability to enact
such a code on the campus communi-

the question is whether that decision coincides w ith student opinion
and therefore student support.
What would really help their claim
would be to pass the code by the SGA
for its approval, or even, to hold some

ty,

"'
.

sort of student poll.
If the code were to pass a poll or'
even through the SGA that would
make it less of a measure that was
handed down from above, which it
currently is, and more of the decision
of the student body.
Mike is a senator on SGA and former
member of the honor code committee.

He can be reached for comment at

mdoerr08wooster.edu.

World needs to attack genocide
The United Nations needs to be more proactive in protection
As an international collection of .
aboard killed.
Rwanda under the command of
states the United Nations needs to be
This attack did not deter the United
Canadian Colonel Romeo Dallaire.
more involved and decisive in order
States, which seemed to be the only
When the extent of the violence
to halt genocide related activities.
military force willing to fight back.
became apparent Dallaire called for
The United Nations has numerous
Teams of Delta Force and Rangers
reinforcements but instead the United
examples of genocide in which it
would rope in by helicopter to arrest
Nations reduced the number of
poorly managed Aidid's lieutenants. By removing the
troops to 270.
or didn't
clan's leadership, the United States
Belgium had a force in Rwanda but
respond at all.
hoped to stop the genocide.
when Hutus struck and killed 10
The best way
On one such attack a force of 99
Belgian soldiers, the country withfor the United
Rangers and Delta Operators were
drew its remaining troops.
Nations to
trapped in the city. A relief force of
The school the Belgians had been
respond and
United Nations troops was called in
protecting was now vulnerable and
ensure cooperabut they didn't move until midnight.
Hutus wasted no time slaughtering
tion
from
both
The drivers of the United Nations
the 2,000 Tutsis who took refuge
brianfrederico
sides is to
tanks were Malaysian and Pakistani
there. It wasn't until May 17, that the
deploy a rapid
and didn't speak English, making
United Nations finally authorized a
response armed force to the region.
communication difficult.
force of 5,500 troops to deploy to
The United
Rwanda. That force
Nations lacks an
was never deployed.
time the United Nations declares a
actual army and
The United
has to rely on the
genocide it fails to deliver
punch. And why Nations sturity
troops of soverdoes the
States take so much heat when council authorized
eign nations.
the French to send a
The problems
to intervene? "
force on June 22nd,
there lie w ith the
more than a month
fact that these troops frequently don't
When finally the convoy was leavafter the initial force was authorized.
speak English or aren't committed to
ing the city there was a miscommuni-catio- n
By the time the French had arrived
the cause of ending the genocide.
and they had actually left some
most of the Tutsis had already been
Unfortunately the responsibility usuAmericans behind, forcing them to
killed or fled. Fearing political backally falls on the more powerful counmake a w ild run through gunfire to
lash similar to that resulting from
tries to deploy troops but these counescape. The next morning on CNN,
Somalia, Clinton's advisors warned
tries don't like operating under
viewers were haunted by images of
him to stay out of Rwanda.
United Nations rules of engagement
mutilated American corpses being
If 140 elite United States troops
and are usually criticized when
dragged through the streets. The
can't hold a single city block of
engaging in battle.
public outcry was so loud and immediMogadishu, Somali, how can 270 U.N.
In 1993 both the United Nations
ate that all United States troops were
troops defend an entire country
and America had troops deployed to
withdraw n by the end of the year.
Every time the United Nations
Somalia. Mohammed Farrah Aidid, a
On April 6, 199 violence broke
declares a genocide it fails to deliver
powerful Somali warlord, had been
out between the Hutu and Tutsi eththe punch.
attacking and taking United Nations
nic groups in Rwanda.
And why does the United States
food shipments.
Hutu militias roamed the streets
take so much heat when it tries to
The U.N. troops had been defensive
slaughtering Tutsi men, women, and
intervene?
rather than proactive after a helico-t- er
children with machetes. There were
Brian can be reached for comment at
had been shot down and all
2,500 United Nations troops in
bfrederico09wooster.edu.
.
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Harriet Miers not qualified for Supreme Court Handling of
With George W. Bush's recent
nomination of Harriet Miers to the
vacant seat of the U.S. Supreme
Court, the conservatives and liberals
have entered in to yet another partisan debate. "
However, I
believe that the
esteemed officials of our
nation are for- f
getting the
ll imrtAfrfint Kit rS
Ji
.I.
hi mijvi vain
information
katipfoulds
that outweighs
Miers' mysterious political identification: she is simply not qualified to sit on the bench
of the highest court in the nation.
The Supreme Court decides the"
most pertinent legal issues in our
country. But their job extends far
beyond hearing and deciding the
cases. As we know, the Justices of
the Supreme Court decide which
cases are important enough to even
consider.
The current Supreme Court
Justices, including our distinguished
Chief Justice, John Roberts, are all
renowned legal scholars, whose
resumes are glittering with degrees
from top law schools, prosperous
legal experiences and celebrated
careers. The truth of the matter is
that Harriet Miers' credentials as a
judge lack those of a lower-cour- t"
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Illustration by Julia Hendrickson

The.blind followers to the conservative cause who are supporting this
woman's nomination are a disappointment to the party as a whole.
These supporters have overlooked
'
the entire prestige of the Supreme
unable
Court. To nominate such an
person is to degrade the court and
those who serve on it. It is time
these conservatives open their eyes
and see this nominee for what she is:
incompetent. I understand that not
all those who have served on this distinguished court have been prior
judges, however, we are living in a
time when very important legal
issues are being brought to the table.
It is crucial that we have experienced
and aware legal minds on the court.
To me, the influence of a Supreme
Court Justice on the American public
is greater than any other government official, including the president.
They decide many public and more
importantly, private issues.
Therefore, it is imperative that we
have Justices who have the proper
experience and knowledge and who
are willing to outwardly share their "
views prior to their confirmation.
Because Miers' confirmation is likely,
I hope she becomes more public with
her political ideologies and genuinely
strives to match the legal minds of
Jier peers.

rape was
problematic
I would like to impart a few
thoughts on what I consider to be an
unforgivable lack'of tact on the part
of the College in their handling of

the recent rape.
Disregarding the already
criticism of Residence
Life's housing decision, I would like
to focus on the issue of poor communication of the
incident in the
campus alert.
In the alert,
the rape victim
beaten-to-the-grou- nd

A

was, for obvious
reasons, unidentified. However,

though
anonymity is
sacred in this
situation, the knowledge of whether
or not the victim was a student is
essential.
If a student on campus has been a
victim of rape, it should either be privately dealt with by security police, or
made public. If the college elects to
make a statement of a rape occurrence
public, they need to be honest and factual, not vague and contradictory.
Katie can be reached at
If the rape was by an attacker outkfoulds08wooster.edu
side of campus as opposed to a student with whom the student was
probably (as judged by campus rape
stats) familiar with on some level,
people someday, and you don't want
this may change the way the College
"Everyone is
society, in some capacity.
the fact that you're from "X" place to
deals with it. From what I underhave an effect on the way they view
who fixes
are
stand at this point, though my fuzzy
you. In the same manner, it is imporlogic is only informed by an equally :
cheese
if
who
are
tant for us to respect those around us, fuzzy alert, the attacker was a.
"
whether they are members of the
Wooster citizen,
I.S! is negligible."
advises you on
college community or otherwise.
The College's choice to alert stu"townies." Should we be disrespectdents from our college. After all,
Many would assert that it is not
dents about this rape seems a reasoning those members of our communiwe're all people. Remembering the
worth being nice to many of these
able one, but an alert needs to be
fact that we are all people is an importy that we interact with intellectually
people because they feel that they
complete in the aspects noted before;
on a daily basis as well?
have been discriminated against when
tant factor here. Just as one day, you
having it be so would keep rumors'
No matter what you may think, it is may become a doctor or a lawyer or a
they are yelled at on the street or
from starting and do away with stuwhen they are treated in a certain
.journalist, these people, residents of
preposterous to presume that the
dent confusion and contradictory
Wooster, have jobs too.- - Everyone is
College is separate from the city of
manner at a business because they are information from RAs and adminisr
Wooster. This year, students lived in
a college student. However, it is not
serving society in some capacity.
trative members.
Whether they are the person who
apartments with residents
our duty to yell back, or to use a
It shouldn't be that hard to say if it's
'
fixes your grilled cheese at the Grille
of the city of Wooster.
derogatory name towards someone
a student or not; if we have the right to
Though surely there was a certain
or if they are the person who advises
simply because they are from
know that a rape happened that should
amount of animosity that existed
Wooster. In your time at Wooster,
you on your I.S. is negligible.
concern us, then we have a right to
between those residents of the apartIf you are unwilling to get to know you are a resident as well.
know if it was a student or not,
ment complex and the students that
Use your education to realize the
someone just because they may have
because the fact will alter the perceplived there (mixing those that live
less money than you, or less educa- - '
implications of calling someone a
tion of and reaction to the situation.
paycheck to paycheck with privileged
tion, or less anything is no excuse to
name, and hand out the olive branch.
I would hope that the members of
college students will inevitably proBe nice, and you'll be pleasantly suract in a derogatory manner towards
the faculty, staff and student body
duce some of this), I'm sure that
them. No matter who you are, there
prised at how nice people are to you
could appreciate the importance of
there were many correlations
in turn.
are people who are richer and more
anonymity; this valued right would
between the permanent residents of
Cory is the managing editor. He can
privileged than you.
not be forfeited in releasing the inforthat apartment complex and the stu
You'll be asking for jobs from these
be reached at csmith2wooster.edu
mation of whether or not the victim
of the assault was a student.
This information can make a difference not only in an individual's opinraped and sexually assaulted by comwhere certification is difficult to
with sexual abuse in the rapes of
ion of the administration's ability to
batant forces. The reason is simple:
obtain. What is even more unfortuyoung Congolese girls; an Internet
exert responsibility in unfortunate
because it's cheaper, and more effnate is that nearly the entire country
pedophile ring was run from Congo
circumstances, but also in the, safety
icient than using artillery or firepowcould be classified as indigent, and
by a senior UN official.
level and consideration of the stuer. There is no need to buy more bulknowledge that an application process
There have been hundreds of
dents of the College. Everyone keeps
lets or gunpowder. The victims have
exists is hardly known..
babies born to young girls who have
saying, "safety first." If you say it,
been assaulted in fields and in their
The hardships don't stop there. On
been impregnated by UN soldiers
then act on it.
homes as they do their daily activiwho leave their "family" and their
July 9, Rwandan rebels massacred
If we're so concerned with honesty,
ties. And not only is the act physicalcrimes when their service is up.
approximately 40 women and chilcommunication, dignity and morality,
ly degrading and scarring, it is emodren in Eastern DRC. In a press
It's my understanding that the
the ideal that the one represents the
tionally oppressive as well.
statement from the White House, actUnited States of America is a super
whole and we reflect the College in
Not only is the act of sexual
ing spokesman Tom Casey said, "We
power. I know that we have approxiall of our actions, then the adminis
assault despicably evil, but it also carfully support the United Nations
mately 1 .4 million active American
tration needs to uphold their part of
ries the risk of disease and illness.
Mission to the Congo's decision to
military personnel, with over 250,000
that bargain; it doesn't refer only to
The Congolese live on 20 U.S. cents a dispatch immediately a mission to the troops deployed in about 135 counstudents.
day and eat less than
area to determine the facts about the
of
tries across the globe.
We are spirited, intelligent,
what is recommended to maintain
I don't find it too
attack and identify those responsible.
to see
encouraged freethinking adults
normal health.
The United States joins the interour troops intervening in the DRC.
that last item being the key word.
The DRC is on a
national community in the
But our military and political agenda
sysWe have a right to know what is
tem, where the people are expected to Democratic Republic of the Congo in
is currently shoved into other coungoing on, especially when the omit- - 0
pay for visits and treatment.
calling for those guilty of such bartries' political orifices where it
ted element involved in the minimal
However, free treatment is available
barous acts to be brought to justice."
shouldn't be.
information provided is one that
for people classified as indigent...
Such would be ideal if UN workers
affects each student.
Andrew is a foreign policy expert. He
Sadly, in order to obtain indigent stawere perfect angels. This is not the
Those who might think that withcan be reached at
tus there is an application process
case. UN workers have been charged
holding the facts are in our best
amaloney09wooster.edu
interest, to keep our concerns low so
we don't panic, need to start
that reasoning and make sure
this is indeed true, then why are peo
However, they do not have the matuAn 18 year old can also buy tobacthat the underlying motivation to
ple held legally responsible for their
rity or ability to decide whether or
co products which drastically increaskeep silent pertinent information is
actions at the age of 8? Once you
not to drink.
es your chances of contracting canjiot to save someone's neck, be it the
turn 8, you face the same criminal
We are also allowed to vote at 8
cer. Tobacco is more addictive and
College's or their own.
and although the age was set because
charges as any other adult.
harmful than alcohol, but is legal for
I think it more likely that retention
is also
Remember that an
of the draft, there are more signifi18 years olds. (Perhaps if Budweiser
rates would drop because of lies and
subject to the death penalty in
cant ideals behind granting the vote.
or Jack Daniel's had as many politispinelessness than they would because
America. So not only can you be held
A voter supposedly has the ability to
cians in their pocket as Marlboro and
of an extremely unfortunate, but not
legally responsible for crimes, but
determine what is best for them and
Camel, the circumstances would be
altogether uncommon incident.
others. Casting a vote for an elected
your actions can cost you your life.
different).
Everybody hurts in this situation;
The government can stick a needle in official is a way of saying "yes, this
This argument is of course dependI'm sure it is everybody's hope that
your arm, but you are not allowed to ' person would do the best job for me
ent on the idea that we are responsible no one will hurt
more due to a repeat
order a beer with your last dinner.
and my comniunitystatecountry" or
and mature at the age of 8. 1 think
incident, but if such a thing occurs
Also consider that
the contenixrary American reasonare
that an adult has the ability to make
when it could have been prevented by
also subject to the draft and military
ing "well, this guy is not quite as bad
good decisions. Too often, however,
raising the appropriate amount of
service. So a high school senior is
as the other guy". Regardless, at the
people of all ages use alcohol irreconcern through the appropriate
mature enough to make a logical deciage of 18 you have the ability to make
sponsibility. Regardless of what laws
informing of the situation, then the
sion regarding w hether to go and risk
that choice.
exist, we should remember that it is
fault lies with those who withheld the
their lives after watching an ironically
At the same time the drinking law
ultimately up to the individual to act
information in the first place.
inaccurate commercial showing a
states that not only do you not have
responsibly with their rights.
Sara is the
the ability "to determine what is best
young white male heroically climbing
Chris is a Viewpoints editor of the
editor of the
a mountain or fulfilling their lifelong
for others, you can not even say what
Voice. She can be reached at
Voice. He can be reached at
is good for yourself.
dream of owning their own business.
cbeckwooster.edu

judge. In fact, she is not even qualified to be a clerk to a Supreme Court
Justice. Therefore, how is it possible
that the president believes she is competent enough to serve on the
Supreme Court?
Harriet Miers is by no means the
scum of the legal community. Her
career is filled with success, and she is
the personal lawyer of the president.
After receiving her B.A. and J.D. from
Southern Methodist University,
Miers, served on the Dallas city council, was president of the Texas Bar

Association, and has been Bush's chief
White House counsel for a
little over six months. '
While these are great accomplishments for a lawyer, she is simply not
qualified to replace such an influential
Justice as Sandra Day O'Connor
thus the basis for the recent comment
exclaimed by Emma Simmons '06,
"She's no Sandra Day, 3s they say!" ,
By no means is she ready to be
grouped with the other legal scholars,
adept at jurisprudence, who sit on the
highest bench.
in-ho-

use
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Show respect for all of our fellow Woosterites
Townie. Everyone says it. It's a
word we use to describe those who
live in the city of Wooster that are
not college students. Students use
describe those they may see driving down Beall Avenue, their cashier

it-t-

at

Wal-Ma- rt,

the bartender
they meet at a
bar, the patrons
of businesses
they frequent
or the people
they see on
campus w ho are
not members of

corysmith
"

o

"

the campus community.
This word has a very negative connotation among students. We need
not forget that along with those that
they may describe as "townies" in a
derogatory sense also live with people
we know and respect. Many of our
professors, for example, also live in
the city of Wooster. They are "town;'

ies," too.

There are many students at the
College of Wooster that are also

serving
Whether they
the person
your
grilled
the person
or they
your

off-camp-

us

Human rights in DRC deserves public attention
A few years ago, I started reading
the newspaper every morning. If I
went on vacation and I was at least
ihree days
without that
thin, multi-pag1

1

ed

publica-

tion of splendor, I felt suffocated and isolated. At any
andrewmaloney
rate, the news- paper is a gateway to the outside world. Across the
seas there are issues worth concern
that are brought to doorsteps every
morning.
Having understood this, I have a
problem with the lack of focus on the
crimes being committed in the
Democratic Republic of Congo
(DRC). During the course of violence
in the DRC, tens of. thousands of
women and girls (not to mention men
and boys) have been methodically
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Drinking age brings up issue of responsibility
I am writing to expand on the
argument for lowering the drinking
age initially presented by Nick Weiss
'09 a few weeks ago. Although the
law is not going
to be changing
anytime soon, it
is still an
important discussion because
it involves the
nature of adulthood in our
chnsbeck
society.

First, there
are several problems with contradicting rights and responsibilities of 18
year olds and 21 year olds. A prevalent objection to lowering the drinking age is the claim that younger people are not mature enough to be held
accountable for their actions. I am not
l developmental psychologist, but if

re-evalua-
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Evolution of dating introduces inevitable Hall of Shame
Justine McCullough
Features Editor
The change in dating practices
from a
to
dinner-and-a-mov- ie

the casual

let's watch a
movie", is more sudden and
drastic than the recent rise in
"Hey,

tuition. The argument over how
much to leave (or a tip is something of the past; now the awk-

wardness lies in the inevitable
trek back to the dorm.
Features explores
these
changes, offering tips for how
to deal with any uncomfortable
situations that may arise.
Twenty years ago, dating was
defined as going out to a movie or
dinner, no strings attached. It was
perfectly acceptable to date more
than one person at a time, and nothing out of the ordinary to go out
with someone that you didn't necessarily see a future with. The point of
this
version of dating
was to have an enjoyable time while
getting to know people.
ie
Nowadays,
this
staple is almost completely
restricted to married couples or partners who see wedding bells in the
near future.
Sadly, most girls I know would be
slightly unnerved to receive a phone
call from a guy whom she was not
seriously involved with, asking her to.
accompany him to a chick flick and a
romantic dinner.
The average girl would be very
flattered, perhaps, but skeptical
nonetheless. And most guys certainly would not feel comfortable asking
out a girl if their dating status was
vague.
Today, if people aren't "together"
(i.e. calling each other "boyfriend" or
"girlfriend"), they are either "talking," "hanging out," or "hooking up."
By "talking," two people are getting
to know each other, often chatting
over AIM or spending time together
at a party. Once they start watching
now-outdat- ed

dinner-and-a-mov-

movies together
they are
"hanging out."
So why the about-fac- e
in dating
practices? Has the fine art of casual
dating been completely shoved to the
wayside (kinda like that chick you
hooked up with last weekend?) No
one can say for sure what is responsible for this shift in etiquette.
For instance, the polite telephone
call asking "Would you like go out to
a movie on Friday night" has evolved
into the quick AIM message, "hey
wanna hang out later and watch van
wilder? LOL lemme know, ttyl."
Rather than being philosophical by
attempting to detect the catalyst for
such a phenomenon, let's move on to
examine the single most discussed
(and dreaded) aspect of 21st century
dating: the inevitable walk of shame.
Everyone has heard of it, most
have seen it, and many of us have
done it.
The following is a compilation of
the three possible scenarios you may
experience after spending the night
in a room other than your own.
Whether the said scenarios make you
laugh, roll your eyes, or cringe in
embarrassment or horror, you'll be
thinking one of two things as you
read
"Wow, I'm SO glad that's
never happened to me" or "Oh my
God, I really hope they don't know
that was me!"
So whether you participate in the
activity of "hooking up" every day,
every weekend, on rare occasions, or
absolutely never, read on for tales of
the ugliest, most embarrassing hookups and walks of shame ever imag- ined.
(Disclaimer: None of the following
stories are purely fictional, but no names.

,

Fake-n-bak-

one-on-o-

ar$, mentioned in attempt to protect the
not-so-innoce-

On a blustery fall day, there is no
better feeling in the world than one
reminiscent of sunshine and summertime, and the fabulous sensation

nt).

1) The blatantly obvious
To be completely honest, if you're
walking down Beall Avenue on
Sunday
morning carrying last
night's angel wings and wearing Jast
night's makeup, people are not going
to assume that you're walking to
church for the Christmas pageant
rehearsal.
In fact, they're not going to
.

Illustration by Andrew Maloney.
3) The hook-u- p
that didn't actually happen
As we've already established, doing
the walk of shame means that you've
had a hook-u- p the night before. The
point of any hook-u- p is to well, hook
up. If you're walking home wearing

assume you're going to church at all.
It's blatantly obvious that you're
sketching back to your dorm that you
left at least ten hours before.
How it could be worse: This situation couldn't be much worse. Sorry.
How to handle it like a pro: ,Why,
put them in your' purse, silly. Every
female lush has what she calls her
"beer bag," an oversized handbag" just
perfect for holding nearly a case of
beer. Or a set of feathery angel wings.
2) The "Do I know you?"
You've had one too many tequila
shots at your friendly neighborhood
bar on a given evening. You wake up
the next morning, head pounding,
wondering, "Where am I? And who
is. this?"
How it could be worse: You could
have been chasing those shots with beer.
How to handle it like a pro:
Peace. Not as in peace and love and
happiness, peace as in "peace out."
Immediately. Don't adhere to Broken
Social Scene and finish your collapse
and stay for breakfast. If you're really up for breakfast, which is doubtful,
Lowry awaits (not to mention people
you actually know).

also leave a sense of uneasiness.
According to the American Cancer
Society, tanning beds release dangerously high levels of ultraviolet (UV)
radiation, which can cause premature
aging of the skin and increased
chance of skin cancer. Effects of

r

someone else's sheets, you might as
well be able to look onlookers in the
face as you pass, thinking, "I know
and you don't!"
However, sometimes we mistake
the linoleum floor in a house on
Spink Street for our bed. Not a1 big
deal, but embarrassing nonetheless.
How it could be worse: You could
have woken up next to your ex rather
than the refrigerator.
How to handle it like a pro: If
you're wearing stilettos or anything
else reminiscent of evening wear,
snag a pair of tennis shoes or a baseball cap as you jet out the door. I
mean, houses usually contain clothes,
and you're in a house, right?
Case in point, don't make the
morning after any more awkward
than it already is.
Even better, feel free to create your
"walk of
own definition of the
shame." Who says that the inevitable
trek back to the dorm must be shameful? Some of my personal favorites
include the "Run of Redemption,"
"Post-Houp Promenade" and "Stroll
so-cal- led

INITIO- -

ok

of

Satisfaction."

In this version of dating, or lack
thereof, the "walk of shame" is
inevitable. It's time to embrace and
re-def-

it.

ine

Hold 'Em Poker, but
don't mess with Texas
Cara Lawry

play anytime they want, usually aspiring to win as much money as possible,
said Wedd.

Voice Staff Writer
Perhaps it has become what some students call an obsession, maybe it really
is "life" as one professional

He remains interested for a number
reasons, but said "I can make money
on it. I played online this summer in
lieu of getting a job." Yontz said he has
made $1500 since the beginning of this
year, and has about $800 on different
online sites.
That is going to be the big difference
on Saturday: no one is going to make or
lose any cash. There will, however, be
prizes. ' Hospitality Services has donated a Nano iPod for the first place winner. In addition, the Wilson Bookstore,
Longbrake Student Wellness Center
and possibly the Alumni Center will
donate prizes said Kate Leishman of
Wooster's Late Night Activities.
Beau Dooley of the Longbrake
Student Wellness Center said that he
felt it "important to provide fun and
exciting alternatives to alcohol use on
our campus,", as homecoming weekend
weekend throughout
is often a high-ris- k
universities nationwide.
In addition to that, he said, "Hosting
a poker tournament is really fun and
exciting." Along with Dooley, there are
a number of Wooster staff members
helping to make this event possible,
including professors, the Dean of
Admissions, and some involved with
Wooster athletics.
Beginning at 7 p.m., preceeding the
lesson for beginners taught by
Professor Jeff Roche of the history
department, students of all levels of
experience are invited to join in what
Wedd calls "an opportunity for people
with a shared interest to congregate on
the weekend to socialize and compete."

of

said in a

"Rolling Stone" interview, or conceivably it could really be a way to make
money without having a real job.
Regardless of why people are hooked,
students can now capitalize on
Wooster's first Texas Hold 'Em tournament on Saturday, beginning at 7 p.m. in
Kittredge Hall. '
Poker has been taking off in popularr
ity and Texas Hold 'Em has become the
Alan Wedd '08
game of choice.
referred to Texas Hold 'Em as a preference because it "takes five minutes tq
learn and a lifetime to master." Wedd

trend heats up College

e

Melissa Simmelink
Features Editor

last night's stilettos and smelling of

ne,

and Casey Yontz '07 have actually created a blog online at http:down2the

1 million people in America visit tanfelt.blogspot.com due to their growing
ning salons daily, which accounts for interest. On their blog, they track and
10
share their "hold 'em" experiences with
of the population.
When desperate, and feeling bold each other and other interested readers.
Since 2003, a number of reasons
enough to risk the chance of skin
cancer and sketchy facilities, tanning have led to the skyrocketing interest in
salons provide a great escape from the game. The World Poker tour
debuted, along with increase in ESPN
the bitterness of Wooster weather.
in
facilities
exist
Many
the coverage of tournaments.
Wooster area, and some of the most
That said, the increase of coverage
include
Lane,
was motivated by the introduction of
Sunset
promising
which has three locations with one "lipstick cameras" which allow the television audience to the see the cards.
being at 416 Burbank Road, Fiesta
With these changes and a growing
Hair and Tanning, located at 1807
Beall Avenue and Hair Designers and
interest came the world of Party Poker,
an online service that allows people to
Tanning, at 424 N Market Street.
"
.
Tans typically cost about $6, and play and bet online.
By playing online, it is easier for stuspecial package deals or college disdents to play anytime. There is no difcounts are often available.
While tanning at salons can be ficulty in organizing a game, as the
service does it for you. Now people can
relaxing and enjoyable, alternatives
are continuously entering the market. Sunless tanning has never before
been so popular, and science has created balanced formulas in lo,tions
FRIDAY, OCT. 14
that leave skin glowing without
10:30 a.m. 4:30 p.m. The College
streaks or orange coloring.
Gradual
of Wooster Art Museum Exhibit:
Neutrogena's Build-a-TSunless tanning lotion is a streak-alon- g displaying "Ancient OhioAncient
Egypt," is open to the public and
free lotion that allows a user to
located in the Ebert Art Center.
en a faux glow to the desired hue at
6- -8
p.m. Happy Hour with
the price of $10. Jergens' Natural
Glow for $5 even includes the benefit Celebrity Servers: Located at the
College Underground.
of a daily moisturizer that enriches
and
of
skin
7:30 9:30 p.m. Allies and Queers
the appearance
intensity
Bronzers,
of the tan with each use.
Banquet. Woosterls lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgendered communisuch as Lancome's Flash Bronzer
Airbrush for $28, which is lightly ty, along with their allies. All are
fragranced witli a floral scent, or welcome to attend. Located in Lowry
L'Oreal's Sublime Bronze Self Center, Room 119.
Bonfire.
9 p.m. Homecoming
Tanning Gelee for $8.49, which tints
Benjamin Payne, professional musiskin to the desired degree of darkness, are also excellent options for a cian, heads up a schedule of fantastic
sunless tan.
performers which also features many
Maintaining the natural glow of a COW croups and solo acts.
Complimentary refreshments availsummertime tan is nearly impossible
able. Located at Armington Quad
as the seasons continue to change and
the gray skies of winter will soon (Rain Location: Lowry Center Pit).
overshadow any chance of soaking
SATURDAY, OCT. 15
up sunshine in Wooster. With the
a.m.
endorsement of technology, however,
3 p.m. Homecoming
a golden complexion is minutes away
Carnival
Inflatable games, temporary tatwith the growing establishment of
tanning salons and countless prod- - toos, caricature artists, and more! No
ucts becoming available.

Homecoming Festivities
-

Illustration by Julia Hendrickson.

an

.

glow that goes
of the
with it. Since autumn swept
Wooster with its relentless
chill, skies have grown darker, day- light hours shorter and summertime
tans faded.
Wooster students join the nation- wide trend in a desperate attempt to
maintain a coveted bronzed facade
made popular by celebrities', stigma
associated with perfectly suntanned
beach bunnies and surfer dudes and
even the rumor that tanned skin
gives the illusion of a more sleek
physique.
While basking beneath the heat of
ultraviolet lighting is warming and
effective in producing a beachless
tan, the result lacks total fulfillment,
The sounds of ocean waves are
replaced by the din of the crackling
bulbs and the hum of fans in the
machine; and the warm breeze and
freshness of the outdoors is substi- tuted with heavy air scented with
coconut tanning lotions.
For educated tanners, tanning beds
sun-kiss- ed

short term indoor tanning include
red, itchy and dry skin; long term
exposure results in leathery, sagging
skin and photo aging. In addition,
tanning beds can burn skin and eyes,
and damage the immune system in
detrimental ways. '

Furthermore,

dark-throu-

.

tanning facilities'

often adhere to minimal standards
for sanitation and equipment. With
so much traffic through salons, it is
expected that the beds are used fre- quently by a great diversity of customers. In many salons, clean up
after each use is as simple and quick
as possible while still being effective.
Typically this means wiping out a
still hot bed with a rag and blue
spray from a plastic bottle.
Despite the health risks associated
with indoor tanning, people across
the country are not easily deterred
from attaining the perfect tan
which has become the hottest acces- sory of the year and goes with every
outfit. A statistic by the American
Academy of Dermatology states that

gh

-

-

admission charge. Sponsored
WAC. Lowry Center, Back Patio

by

p.m. The College of
-5
Wooster Art Museum Exhibit: displaying: "Ancient
Ohio Ancient
Egypt." Located in Ebert Art Center.
4:30 p.m. Scot Band Serenade.
Complimentary refreshments to
1-

accompany the event at the Lowry
Center, Back Patio.
8 p.m. Homecoming Texas Hold
'Em Tournament: Faculty and Staff
will act as celebrity dealers in this
tournament. The Grand Prize win
ner will receive an iPod nano
Training tables will be open after the
first round. An after party will follow
the event, and the location is to be
announced.
SUNDAY, OCT. 16
a.m.
10:45

Presbyterian

Westminster

Church Service.
Westminster Church

Located at
House, Mackey Hall

-5
p.m. The College of
Wooster Art Museum Exhibit: displaying "Ancient OhioAncient
Egypt." Located in Ebert Art Center.
1-

Friday,

6

m

.Voice
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VANESSA LANGE
ELIZABETH WEISS

Faint your own creations at Liberty Street studio
enjoy the Studio. While, according to
Thomas, her clientele includes "very,
very good artists who make absolutely beautiful pieces," the Studio staff is
available to help less experienced
artists. The Studio provides inspirational samples, traceable patterns and
specialized glazes that can help artists
of any experience level create interesting effects.
In addition to providing walk-i- n
customers the opportunity to paint,
the Studio also hosts parties for kids
'
ft
and adults, and will put on several
I
'
special events after the first of the
year. Thomas plans to offer workshops in specialty painting techniques,
as well as children's workshops in
Liberty Street is reflected in the window of the Pottery Art preparation for Mother's Day, and a
alike the diva night, "just for the girls." The
Studio. The Studio gives, artists and non-artis- ts
chance to paint their own pottery (Photo by Caroline Hotra). Studio also recently hosted a group of
Wooster students in a hall program ,
arranged by Wojtowicz, who is the
College of Wooster students have
pieces is extensive. "It's a little bit of
Studio.
also
to
the
said
Studio
Thomas.
begun
The
discover
everything,"
s student resident director of Compton.
a
'07,
The Pottery Art Studio is open
biology
items,
Wojtowicz
dinnerware
including
Libbey
offers
seven days a week: Monday to
bowls, teapots and mugs;' kids items, ' major who considers her artistic abiliincluding banks and fairies; pet items, ty "average,", stumbled upon the Thursday from 10 a.m. to 9 p.m.;
around
Friday and Saturday from 10 a.m. to
including bowls and a pet treat jar for Studio while wandering
10 p.m.; and Sunday from noon to 6
this
summer.
downtown
dogs or cats; seasonal items, including
kids
Off hours are available for
a
pimpkins
"I saw two
p.m.
painting gigantic
and
a current' selection of
events by special arrangement.
Halloween themed dinnerware, and plate with their mom and caught
College of Wooster students will also
winter holiday items like Christmas
myself smiling," Wojtowicz said in an
she
interview. Later,
returned
receive a lO percent discount on all
trees, Santas, snowmen, menorahs and
items.
with a friend to try painting pottery
dreidels.
"The great thing about it is even if
herself.
Since opening in July, Thomas has
"It was so simple and relaxing," she you can't draw or have never considseen a steady stream of customers of
ered yourself 'artistic' you can have a
said. "Thomas taught us how to.do
all ages.
wonderful time and make something
"We have
that come everything and took a lot of time and
beautiful," said Wojtowicz. "If you
in and paint with their parents, and we
care in showing us our options."
Thomas does emphasize that an can move a paintbrush, you can create
have
grandmas that come
artistic background isn't necessary to a personal masterpiece."
in and paint," she said.

Elizabeth Weiss
Arts Editor
At the Pottery Art Studio in downtown Wooster, budding Picassos, stick
figure dunces and everyone in
between can turn unfinished pieces of
pottery into beautiful and functional
works of art.
A
workshop, the Pottery Art Studio, located
at 156 E. Liberty Street, has been
paint-your-own-pott-

ery

open since July. The Studio supplies
paints, glazes, brushes and a whole
variety of pottery pieces to customers, who are free to decorate the
pieces as they see fit.
,
"We want people to ... come and
paint, and create, and take home some,
thing they can use," said owner
who was involved in the arts
for years before opening the Studio
this summer. According to Thomas,
the Studio provides a much needed
service in downtown Wooster.
.Prior to the Studio's opening, "we
did not have a place where people
could go and paint," she said:
The Studio offers just that.
Unfinished pottery items range in
price from $6 to $38, with the majority falling in the $ 10 to $20 range. A 50
percent studio fee is added to the price
of each item, to account for the
expense of table time, brushes, dipping
and firing.
After a customer paints a piece, the
Studio will complete the dipping and
firing process, and the finished product will be ready within a week.
The range of available pottery
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Wayrie County artists think outside the box

The return of
the book club
After a five year hiatus, Oprah's
Book Club has returned from the
dusty pages of literary classics to

of
contemKrary lit-

once again engage in the world

erature. While
many Oprah devotees struggled
long and hard this
summer to tackle
the works of
vanessalange
William Faulkner
(a task that I, an English major,
couldn't even bring myself to
attempt) Oprah has decided that the
classics just don't have the same draw
as new books. As she pointed out,
it's kind of hard to interview an
author who's dead.
Oprah stopped choosing contemporary novels in 2001, shortly after a
little squabble she had with author
Jonathan Franzen over his novel
"The Corrections," which Oprah had
chosen as her latest book club read.
In more diplomatic words (though,
only slightly) Franzen said his novel
was too good to be an Oprah choice.
This was an interesting dilemma that
Oprah quickly stomped out by
uninviting Franzen to her show and
then by discontinuing her endorsement of new works altogether.
While Oprah insisted that Jonathan
Franzen had nothing to do with her
decision to change the format of her
book club, I wasn't convinced.
But now, Oprah's back. And she's
not only endorsing new novels, she'5
as well. Oprah's
choosing
latest pick, "A Million Little Pieces"
by David Frey, is the drug addiction
memoir of a young man from a nice,
class family. Hmm, this
upper-midd- le
doesn't sound at all like the typical
Oprah Book Club
choice, does it?
And because of that, t was a little
disappointed in Oprah's choice. After
her attempt to get people reading one "
of the hardest American writers of
the twentieth century, she seems to
have reverted back to the very kind
of books that Franzen was embarrassed to be associated with.
But then I started thinking, "Good
for Oprah." She is, endorsing books
that she likes and that she knows her
readers will like, regardless of w hat
snobs like Jonathan Franzen think.
"A Million Little Pieces" may not
be a great piece of literature
("Publisher's Weekly" describes it as .
"deeply flawed, too long, a trial of
")
even the most naive reader's
but that has never been a
qualification for an Oprah book.
Oprah books are about sharing experiences, learning from them, and
moving on. Sure, brilliant writers
like Toni Morrison have been Oprah
authors, but so have sentimental
writers of average talent like Nora
Roberts. What all these books have
in common is that Oprah viewers
enjoy reading them. And isn't that
what is important? Sometimes it's
nice to read a book without analyzing
it and beating it to a pulp to excavate
every minute possibility of significance. Sometimes it's just pice to
read a book and talk about what you
liked and how it made you feel.
Often, college students (especially
English majors) have these elitist
ideas of what "good" literature is,
just like Jonathan Franzen. We like
to pride ourselves in the fact that we
read Joyce and Lawrence (neither of
whom I've actually read, I admit, but
I can tell you what they wrote and
what literary movements they were a
part of, if that counts for anything).
The point is, different books have
different purposes in our culture, and
Oprah books certainly fill a need.
While I'm not about to run out and
buy a book just because Oprah
endorsed it, I'm also not going to not
buy a book for the same reason. The
reason I'm not going to read "A
Million Little Pieces" is simply
because it doesn't interest me. But
there are a lot of new books out
there and it's hard to weed through
them all. And if Oprah is going to
do that for me and tell me what she
thinks is good, I'll listen. I'm not
going to take her word as the end-a- ll
but just because she's a daytime talk show host that doesn't
mean she can't pick out a good book
once in a while. And when she does,
you bet I'll buy it.
non-ficti-

whom will be showing more than one
piece. The "Box Show" includes work
from artists Kurt Abbott, 'Sally
Abbott, Cindy Bethel, Lindsay Beyer,
David Buck, Sherrie Dennis,' Julie
Fisher,. Ken Kurren, Margaret Freed,
Janice Gallagher, Lorene Meier,
Stephanie Pevec and Randall Robart.
The exhibit will also include the work
of College of Wooster alumni Susan
Shie, Cheryl Dixon and Michael
Peterson.
"It is always exciting to have past
alumni of the College come back and
show their work," Gallagher said.
WAGE was founded by Susan Shie
in 1986 as an organization of women
An abstract image of a crab from The Box Show," an exhibit presented by the Wayne
artists from the city of Wooster
Artists Group Effort and on display on the Lowry Art Wall through Oct. 30. The Wayne
(Women Artists Group Effort). The
group eventually came to include men
Artists Group Effort (WAGE) has been helping local artists create and exhibit their work
from Wooster, and ultimately commusince 1986. Their partnership with Lowry Center gives the College community access to
nity artists from all of Wayne County.
their work (Photo courtesy of Janice Gallagher).
The goal of the group is to support
crate, each other in their work and to pro'The Box Show" is an invitational Freed includes a Pepsi-Co- la
Katie Bourque
show in which WAGE artists were while Lindsay Beyer made .her own mote the arts in their community.
Staff Writer
asked to fit two requirements. First,
box out of bamboo. Lorene Meier's
WAGE participates in annual shows
t
Remember when you were a little
they needed to use a box, and second boxes take the form of birdhouses and
at the College of Wooster and Wayne
kid and all you needed to occupy yourthey needed to be able to hang the box Ken Kurren has incorporated a mountCenter for the Arts. The show will
ed shelf to hold his box to the wall.
self for endless hours was a cardboard
on the wall.
start on Oct. 16 at 7 p.m. in Lowry
box? The Wayne Artists Group Effort
"Like other WAGE shows, 'The Box
Each of the artists followed the
Center where viewers will be able to
(WAGE) has taken this concept and
requirements but chose to do so in Show' promises to be varied and excittalk to the artists and have refreshturned it into their latest art exhibit,
vastly different ways. They used a ing," said Janice Gallagher, the curator
ments. Some of the pieces will also be
for the show.
wide range of techniques and materientitled "The Box Show." The exhibfor sale. "The Box Show" will continue
als, including glass, fiber, wood and
it will be displayed on the Lowry Art
'There are a variety of artists who to be on exhiliit until Oct. 30. For more
will be presenting their work, some of information call
Wall beginning Oct. 16.
clay. A piece by local artist Margaret
330-264-66-

68.

Arts Brief: Documentary filmmaker Brad
Lichtenstein to visit campus this Monday
Homecoming Bonfire
to

Texas Hold'Em Tournament

12 p.m.

1015
Late Night Activities will sponsor a
bonfire on the Quad this evening,
starting at 9 p.m. The evening's festivities will feature performances by a
professional musician from Canton
and Wooster students, including the
female a cappella group "After These
Messages."

The Odd Couple
1014 to 116
8 p.m.

Neil
Karamu House presents
Simon's classic comedy. Except there's
a twist - the roommates are female.
Felix and Oscar are replaced by
Florence and Olive and the opening
Poker game is replaced by a game of
Trivial Pursuit. For more information
70..

.

-rs.
.-

call

216-755-70-

k

Homecoming Carnival

7 p.m.

The

first annual WAC Texas
Hold'Em Tournament will take place
A
in Kittredge Saturday evening.
tutorial for those new to the game will
precede the tournament, starting at
6: 15 p.m. The tournament winner will
receive a new iPod. Door prizes will
be given away to spectators and par- ticipants alike every half liour. The
event will feature celebrity dealers. An
after party will begin in Mom's Truck
Stop at 10 p.m.

a.m. to 3 p.m.

This year's Homecoming Carnival

yes, the rumors are true: there will be
a mechanical bull. The fun will take
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1015
10 a.m.

to

2

p.m.

"Affirming

and celebrating diversity

en

credu-lousness-

I
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Allies and Queers hosts their annual "Out on the Town" dance party, the
culmination of this week's "Out in
October" events.

Eric Hutchinson

1Q29
will feature activities and amusements
for Fighting Scots of all ages. And

j

The Department of Theatre welcomes film producer and director Brad
Lichtenstein to campus for a showing of his latest documentary, "Almost
Home," Monday Oct. 17. Lichtenstein has produced and directed numerous
documentaries, including "Ghosts of Attica," about the 1971 Attica prison
uprising, and "Caught in the Crossfire," about the lives of three Arab New
Yorkers during the aftermath of Sept. 1. Along with his current film projects,
Lichtenstein is a professor of film at the University of Wisconsin-Milwauke- e.
"Almost Home," which will premiere on PBS in January, takes place in Saint
John's, an assisted living facility in Milwaukee. The facility is in the midst of a
transition from the typical caregiving approach to one that emphasizes the
importance of the mind, body and spirit of each individual. These drastic
changes pose problems for everyone involved. The film tells the stories of the
residents, their families, the caregivers and administrators, giving the audience
a glimpse of all sides of the situation.
The film showing will be at 7 p.m. in Mateer Auditorium. An open discussion
with Lichtenstein will follow.

A&Q Dance Party

1015
1 1

'

j

,

9

place on the Lowry back patio.

pre-Franz-

"Providing resources for personal and spiritual growth

and Saybolt in Wooster.

In

November we move to 31 86

j

j

j

j

.
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Burbank Rd.

6 p.m.

Acoustic artist Eric Hutchinson
performs at the Underground during
Happy Hour.

!

'Promoting interfaith dialogue and questioning
"Services are Sundays 10:30 am at the corner of Columbus

be-a- ll,

Phone (330)

262-919- 4
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MICHELLE ERICKSON

Loss to old foe Hiram halts spikers' momentum
Michelle Erickson
Sports Editor

College of Wooster women's
volleyball team had a light w'eekend
as
they only .played a single match
on

Defensively Ciriegio, Drushal and
Fowkes provided plenty of support for
the offense as they all recorded 20 digs

defense and an intense desire to increase
their conference record and recover
from a heartbreaking loss to Denison
earlier in the week. "Coach Mason made

)

some changes alter our loss to Denison
that the team is still dealing with," said
Heather Wolff '08. The team came out
firing and quickly dispatched the visit-

re-evalu-

30-1- 2.

v

U Or'--

?

L i.

ing Bishops 30-230-- n
and
Wooster presented a very balanced
offensive attack as five players recorded
double figure kills, Erin Schaffner '07
lead the team with 13 kills. Tiffany Rice
'06 and Carolyn Ciriegio '08 contributed 12 kills each and Ashley Baker
"08 and Sarah Marschall '07 had
ten
apiece. The team compiled an astounding .500 attack percentage for the match
with Wolff handing out 4.9 assists. Ali
Drushal '09 racked up a team high 19
digs within the new defensive scheme.
"We struggled at the beginning of
the week with Denison, but we pulled it
back together to establish an authoritative win over Ohio Wesleyan," said
Schaffner. "With over half of our season complete, the loss to Denison
helped us to
our ultimate
goals for the season, as well as motivate
2,

or more with Ciriegio leading the way
with 28. Net play was also key in the
match as both teams are dominant
defensively at the net. Marschall compiled five block assists and two solo
blocks to lead the team. Baker had a
team high three solo blocks while Wolff
and Schaffner both had two solo blocks
apiece. While the match was a tough
one to lose the Scots did not move in the
NCAC standings while Hiram was able
to remain at the top of the conference
after the exhausting match.
The team now focuses on their
remaining games as the NCAC tournament is only several weeks away and
two key conference matches will be
played in that key stretch. "Earlham and
Oberlin are two games that will prepare
us for NCAC tournaments," said Wolff.
Wooster is currently sitting fourth in
the conference and if they win their

Heather Wolff '08 sets the ball for Erin Schaffner '07 to soike
down. Schaffner led the team in kills as Wooster trounced OWU
0
at home (Photo by David "Mac" Buehler).
3--

us to continue to strive for victories at
the end of our season."
The Scots headed into a key match
against Hiram on Wednesday evening at
home.
Hiram upset Wittenberg

ing the match. The match was a highly
four game match with the vis- -.
contested
.
itors coming out on top. Wooster fell by
scores of
and
2
The matches featured booming kills,
University last weekend, ending their 6r intense defense both at the net and in
year winning streak in the NCAC and
the back row and many lead chances.
were sitting atop. the conference enter
match ipitted the conferences
The
. .
two
w

ate

28-3- 0,

24-3- 0,

34-3-

28-3- 0.

remaining conference matches are guaranteed a seed in the conference tournament. The NCAC takes the top four
seeds to the tournament. Wooster travels to Earlham this weekend before
entertaining
Case
Western at home next Wednesday. The
non-confere-

nce

Scots' final conference game is Saturday
Oct 22nd at Oberlin. Both of these
games are important in determining the
seeding and success the team will have
in
jii the
uit postseason.
pusicanuii.

Gridders 14-game streak snapped, Scots fall 24-2- 1
-

James Carithers

The College of Wooster Fighting
took the field against the
Lords (2-on Family
Weekend for the Scots' second NCAC
game. Wooster entered the game with
a
regular season winning
streak, the third, longesfc.acfive, streak
in Division III Football, but could not
pull away from the Lords' running
attack, as they lost their first regular
season game since November 16, 2003.
The Lords took the opening drive
down the field for a 28 yard field goal
by John Currier. On their first drive,
the Scots went three and out after a
sack and a bad snap. They forced
Kenyon to punt on their next drive,
however, and made the most of their
Cornerback
Andrew
opportunity.
O'Connell '09 took the punt 76 yards
for a touchdown. This was his first
punt return. Kicker Andrew Milligan's
'08 extra point gave Wooster a 3
Scots(4-l-

3)

14-ga- me

7--

lead.

?

After another Scot punt, Kenyon
took possession of the ball on their
own nine yard line with 3:25 left in the
second' quarter. The Lords marched
down the field to the Scots' three, but
could not run one final play before half

Voice Staff Writer

)
Kenyon

1

time.

II

'After halftime, the Scots took the
kickoff, hut failed to reach the
end zone, After a punt, Wooster .left
tackle, and team captain, Rick Drushal
'07 could be heard saying to the offen- sive line, "Come on guys! It's on us! We
can't keep on giving those three yard
plays, we have to be there every time!"
Indeed, throughout the rest of the
game, the Scots' line played a stellar
game, not allowing a single sack, and
allow ing very few plays for a loss. The
lone spot on their record was the
botched snap that would later haunt
them.
Both defenses kept the other team
out of the end zone until Scots tailback
Dustin Sheppard '06 scored on an
scamper with 5:46 remaining in
the third quarter, giving Wooster a 21-lead. The play capped a ton play,

11
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rd

28-ya- rd

off-targ-et

70-ya- rd

14-1-

78-ya- rd

drive.
' Wooster could not contain Kenyon
forever, though, as the Lords began
their rally on a 50 yard- - eight play

drive, ending with a touchdown pass
from Rafael Sanchez to Phelipe

Johnson. Kenyon then attempted a two
point conversion pass but failed, the
Scots still led

21-1-

6.

,

After a bad snap bounced into Mike
Chase of Kenyon's hands, the Lords
went on to their final scoring drive,
culminating in another Coombs touchdown run. This time, the Sanchez pass
was complete, giving Kenyon its second lead of the game 24-- 2
with 6:29
to play.
On the next possession, the Scots
' tried to tie the score with a field
goal,
but Milligan's second attempt, from 25
yards out, went wide, giving Kenyon
1

Slipnuts sweep broomball tourney,

Sean Anderson '06 leaves a potential tackier in his wake as he
runs the ball for the Scot gridders (Photo by Jeremy Hohert?).
the ball with 3:30 left to play. The
Lords were able to run 2:51 off the
clock before a fourth and one forced
them to punt.
The Scots had one last shot, starting
from their own
line with 59
seconds remaining. They had no timeouts left. On the first play of the drive,
wide receiver Aaron Gertz '07 laid out
perfectly to catch a long bomb from
Reiff, but failed to secure the ball, and
the pass went incomplete. The two
connected for a
pass on 3rd
and 10, with an eight yard pass interference penalty added on. On fourth
and five from the Lords'
line,
and 12 seconds left, the Scots elected
to kick a 46 yard field goal for the tie.
Andy Milligan's second miss of the
45-ya- rd

12-ya-

rd

35-ya- rd

game went short, and Kenyon won it.
This was the first time Kenyon won
in the series since 19.94, when the
Scots lost 4.
When asked about the
game, Drushal said, "They earned it.
We didn't take advantage of our
opportunities, and they played a better
game. We will still prepare the same
way. We had a good practice last week,
but we just didn't execute out there.
This will not affect the way we play."
Prior to the loss against Kenyon, the
Scots had been ranked number 24 by
d3football.com. Now, the Scots have
narrowly dropped out of the top 25.
Wooster (4-NCAC) moves on
to face Wabash (5-- 0,
0
NCAC) next
weekend for the College of Wooster's
homecoming game.
0-1-

1,

1-

-1

3--

Stickers rebound with

win, stomp Earlham
Jessica Sender
Voice Staff Writer
I

v

"

y

The Wooster Field Hockey team
bounced back from a heartbreaking loss
at Ola-rlito win for the second time
this season against Earlham. Wooster
n

i

scored three times in the second half
after being down
through the first,
half. Ashley Minton '06 scored two of
the three goals to lead the Scots.
Minton also assisted on the third goal,
1-

-0

which was scored by Anlyn Addis '07.
Alii Hall, '09, helped by assisting
Minton on lxth her goals.
Goalie Anne Leigh '07 only hail to

Margaux Day '06 captained team "Slipnuts part deux" to victory in
the fall broomball tournament. Because of their domination, the
and were all found to be clean. They make one save throughout the day, as
'Nuts were all
the Quakers were held to no shots in the
were just that good (Photo courtesy of Margaux Day).
drug-teste- d,

I

No joking around this week, folks.
We have some serious business to
deal with. The first issue that I need
to bring to your attention deals with
a deprivation to
all of us.
Specifically, I am
talking about
TBS' decision to
stop playing
Saved By The
nickcross
Bell every week
day at noon. I don't know when this
decision was made, but I certainly
don't like it. The first time I found
out about it's time at noon, I didn't
think much of it. However, I was
soon as hooked to the show as I had
been in elementary school. It was
unbelievable. I began to depend on it
to get through the week. Zack
Morris and Jessie Spano always had
words of wisdom for me, teaching me
how to not only be a smooth operator
but also environmentally conscious
and respectful of women. Kelly
Kapowski had that beautiful smile.
A.C. Slater gave me motivation to
sculpt my bod, since that's partially
how he got his girls. Lisa Turtle
showed me how to be a stylin' dude.
And Screech, a.k.a. Samuel Powers, -I mean, I don't have enough to say
about this guy. He could make anybody smile just by twisting and contorting his face around or getting
thrown in a trashcan. Throw Mr.
Belding in there, along with that classic theme song, and you've got gold.
Pure Gold.
With all of that said, how the hell
can I get through a day, let alone a
whole week, without having any of
these people in my life? Yeah, I don't
know, either. I'm sorry. You don't
deserve to have me whine to you
about everything that's wrong with
my life. But that topic seems to run
right into the sports that we're going
to talk about this week. Of, course

sxejoljalkirnraJjo.iiLe IFUjcuzk
my boys, the Patriots, have pleasantly
surprised me again. Now, I want to
talk about the MLB playoffs.
My beloved BoSox got spanked,
being swept by the Chicago White
Sox in three games. I knew they
wouldn't make a series against any
opponent after they dropped their
lead in the division and had to fight
just to make the playoffs at all. I'm
mad that they lost, but I'm even
angrier that they didn't even make it
exciting. This brings hie to myTnaTri "'
point here, suggested by none other
than a certain Big Mike. The point is
that, with the exception of that
game between the Astros and
the Braves, the playoffs have been
pretty uneventful. The Yankees and
Angels went to five games, and the
Angels won, which is cool, but all the
analysts I watched and listened to
predicted that result, so it was nothing unexpected, which is what you're
actually supposed to expect in the
playoffs. As mentioned earlier, the
White Sox swept, as did the St. Louis
Cardinals. What's exciting about
that? Nothing.
However, this next round seems to
have some promise, already with a
close game between the Angels and
White Sox, with the Angels coming
out on top,
ls
The
series looks like it's going
to be pretty amazing. I will be rooting for both sides. I love Roger
Clemens so I've gotta root for the
'Stros a little bit, but I also feel pretty
bad for the Cardinals from last year,
getting embarrassed in the World
Series, so I kinda want them to make
up for that. In the American League,
I like the Angels for having beaten
the Yanks, but I have gotta back up
the White Sox, so that I can say that
the Red Sox lost to the champs.
I really don't know or care what
I'm talking about here, because I
don't even like baseball that much.
It's pretty much the only sport I've
never played on a team. I suck at it,
too, which may be why I am bitter
towards it.
Maybe I've already shared this
story with you, but in middle school,
we were doing baseball one day. The
teacher just had us throw the ball up
to ourselves and hit it out to the kids
playing the field. I struck out. Screw

.

18-inn-

10

After forcing Kenyon to punt again,
the Scots took advantage of good field
position when quarterback Bobby Reiff
'07 scored on a five yard run. This was
Reiff's first career start, filling in for
the injured Justin Schafer '07. Another
Milligan extra point made the lead a
seemingly commanding 14-- 3.
The Scots failed to capitalize on an
opportunity to extend their lead in the
second quarter when they came out on
field goal.
fourth down to try a
received
a
The holder, Brad Michel '06,
bad snap from center, and scrambled to
the right, trying desperately to make a
and was
pass. The throw was
intercepted by Kenyon's Hugh Gill.
The Lords took this opportunity to
Alby Coombs
score with a
touchdown run, after a Wooster pass
interference call on third and 21. After
0.
an extra point, the Lords trailed

this article if
were you

12 kills each.

Friday evening against NCAC foe Ohio
Wesleyan. The Scots then enjoyed
the
weekend off in order to prepare for
key
conference match-up- s
against Hiram
and Earlham.
Wooster came into the Ohio
Wesleyan match featuring a revised

7

I would skip

top hitters against each other in Rice
and Shana Toth. Rice and Ciriegio led
the Scots with 18 kills apiece followed
by Schaffner and Marschall who totaled

The

14

3-- 0

second half. The win puts the Scots at
an even 4--4 in the NCAC with a 7
record overall. With this record, Coach
4--

Brenda Meese is lixiking to advance in

the NCAC.
"We have to play well these last five

games to stay in the top four to make
the NCAC tournament," said Meese. "I
Jthink we have a solid shot at staying
where we are, if not advancing further."
The prospects for the rest of the season are looking good as well. "We are
starting to play well together, and our
starters are continuing to play well."
said Meese. "Our play is improving, and
we will definitely be able to turn the
season around and find the ways to
score that we need to win."

3-- 2.

ing

Astros-Cardina-

baseball.
Nick "I like you. Do you like me?"
Cross

8
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Floodgates open; Scots win trio of matches

The Curse of

1

Nick Holt
Voce Staff Writer
Wooster's Lady Scots soccer team
0 NCAC) had not scored multiple goals in back to back game this
season heading into conference play,
but perhaps they were just saving them
until the games mattered. The Scots
offense came alive this week tallying
eleven goals in three huge wins.
In their conference opener at
the Scots got
Allegheny 1,
down early when the Gators Ashley
Rogerson sent a shot over keeper Kate
Kiley '08 in the 13th minute. The Scots
responded quickly though, with Sarah
Schostarez '07 finding the right side of
the net off an assist from Chelsea Happ
'07 just two minutes and 48 seconds
later, tying the game up at
The tie
did not last long however, as Erin
Lustic '07 sent what would prove to be
the game winner in off a pass from
Ashley Maciulaitis '06.
In goal Kiley rebounded from the
early score to make four save in the second half to secure the victory.
The Scots returned home Saturday
).
As the
to play Earlham
Football team battled with Kenyon, the
Lady Scot's absolutely massacred the
The Scots dominated
Quakers
every facet of the game
Earlham 20-as the Quakers were
unable to even muster a shot on goal.
The Scot's offensive barrage began
in the eleventh minute when Lustic
fired one over the Quaker goalie to put
Maciulaitis would
the Scots up
she emerged
when
increase the gap
in
from a muddy scramble front of the
goal to knock in another goal and allow
the Scots to go into the half with a
comfortable 0 lead.
The Quakers were not done experiencing their pain in the rain though, as
just five minutes into the second half
Maciulaitis scored again off a cross
from Lustic. Defender Angela Evans
'08 then got into the action in the 73rd
minute when she made her contribu- -

(8-3- -2,

3--

As I'm sure you have noticed, the
picture below is not Shabad. He
decided to take a week off and

liter

unwisely trust a lowly staff writer
(yours truly), with 700 words of pure
creative freedom; bad choice.
Some random
1
rV
ravings for those
with ADD before
I get to the sub
f
stance of this (oh
ves. there is sub- -- J
stance).
nickholt
Hockey's back!!!
that the
Now
strike is over we can finally go back
to ignoring it like we did before.
The Astros eliminated the Braves
marathon. I hope
in an
the people working the concession
stands got overtime.
Ohio State lost to Penn State.
Despite numerous calls to his nursing
with
'07
(seen home, Penn State coach Joe Paterno
Sarah Schostarez
Erin Lustic '07 fends off an Oberlin defender as she teamed up
in background) to combine for a goal and an assist in the Scots 4-- 1 win (Photo by Caroline Hotra). could not be reached for comment.
14
upset
Northwestern
8.
Northwestern's
Yeomen though as the Scots dominated
Sterling sent a spectacular sliding shot Wisconsin
tion with a goal by sending a free kick
into the top right corner. Stephanie the match. Lustic tied the game up into the net off a cross from Schostarez freshman running back Tyrell Sutton
with her team leading ninth goal of the in the 58th minute to give the Scots the rushed for 244 yards and three touchLloyd '07 also recorded her first goal of
downs. Something about him seems
1 win.
the season taking a pass from Kerry season by using her left foot to send a
Other than the early goal Kiley did familiar, but I can't quite place it...
shot into the top right corner in the
Melenovsky '08 down the right side
18th minute. The Scots would take the
The Yankees lost to the Los
not see any shots on goal and Staci
and lofting it into the left corner with
the game winding down to complete lead in the 25th minute when Alario '09 recorded two saves in mop Angeles Angels of .Anaheim. , The
Los Angeles Angels of Anaheim?
Maciulaitis found herself with a wide
up duty.
the massacre with the scoreboard readThe Scots perfect conference record; The hardest part of playing profesopen goal after the goalie deflected a
ing
will be tested this Saturday as they face sional baseball should not be trying
header by Lustic, and converted
Keepers Kiley and Abby Brown '08
unbeaten conference rival Kenyon
to figure out what city you play for.
(Lustic's header came off a nice pass
stood in front of the goal and cheered
in their homecoming game. The
from Emily Sterling '06).
In golf Tiger Woods seemed to feel
to combine for the shutout.
The Scots headed into the half with Scots have been giving their fans quite bad when he won yet another tournaThe Scots returned once again to
a show lately. A practically comatose ment because John Daly missed a 3 foot
Carl Dale Memorial Field to play host 'a comfortable 1, but they- were far
1,
).
from done. The Scots padded their Jeff Swanson '07 expressed the joy putt during a playoff. For some reason
to the Oberlin Yeomen
:
!
J.J me oir me .viuraung
lead in the 52nd minute as Danielle
watching the games gives him saying,
u reminueu
guy
The Yeomen scored a surprise goal
a
Woods
commercial.
'06
'06
the
calmly
tapped
from
Yeomen's
penalty
watching
w'hen
Witchey
Tiger
"I...
from
thoroughly
a
cross
enjoy...
early
So
kick into the right side of the net after
Also
other peoples physical activity.
Michelle.
Joelle Sesar went off the side of a Scot
1
box.
began
professional
in
a
and
down
the
her
drawn
ricocheted
career: Nike
had
this
come
the
Lustic
penalty
and
at
Saturday
on
into
foot
defender's
dolis
of
Scot
40yrnillion
the
her
lead.
impressive
that
the
the
goal
soccer
a
most
5
to
joy
signed
Yeomen
Perhaps
experience
early
year
goal to give the
final
the
for
was
as
lar
her
for
one
MTV's
the the day though
deal; imagine
yourself.
party on
Lady Luck was not enough
"My Super Sweet Sixteen".
A
enrp 9 enhhincr Mirl
I'm
.... .......
,fe ....... Prn6
informed you on the previous page,
the Boston Red Sox were swept out of
the playoffs by their albino counterparts. I'm waiting for whispers of a
curse to surface again. If so I might
top five finishers crossed the line in be tempted to pick up a baseball bat
Daniel Kremer
and hit anyone with a Boston accent.
close proximity, led by Nicole
Voice Staff Writer
It's absolutely ridiculous that Boston
Calderone "08. Calderone finished
the race in 21:37.3, good for 69th (the curse of the Bambino) and
The
Championships, a
Chicago (some Goat curse) are the
place in Division III and 163rd overcities with the most famous curses.
all.
landmark meet in the harriers'
Following her were Emily
In the time period, of Boston's
'07,
'06,
Rackley
Kathy
McCreary
fall schedule, was dominated by
fin"curse" the Celtics won 1 titles in 13
Stoddard
and
'08.
Cara
Rackley
Katie Wieferich '07. The junior
ished 73rd in Division III with a time years (16 in all), not to mention the
dominated her third consecutive
of 21:41.9, McCreary 80th in Patriots recent three out of four
5K race of the season, finishing
22:00.9, and Stoddard 85th in Super Bowls. And don't tell me
'
nine seconds ahead of her clos22.15.4. Overall, the women finished they're New England and play in
Foxboro, the Jets and Giants don't
est competition, and earning the 25th out of 41 teams.
even play their home games in New
On the men's side, Rudy Gilman
accolade of being the fastest
York State. And in a city where hock'07 brought his A game and surDiv. Ill runner in the state. After
in
first ey has some significance, the Bruins
prised everyone by finishing
qualifying for regionals last year,
for the Scots for the first time in his have won the Stanley Cup four times. '
'
er
Chicago has had some dynasties as
Wieferich has her sights set on . career. Gilman ran the
Mil
r
course in an impressive 28:25.9, well. Jordan led the Bulls to two
Standing tall: Scots eye another NCAC crown (Photo courtesy of OPI).
going, to nationals this time
(six in all for those who
good for 35th place in Division III three-pea- ts
around.
1 10th overall.
have
enjoyed
Colin
'06
college too much) in
and
defender.
was
Turner
off
Conaway
Wooster
a
Shabad Thadani
Katie Wieferich '07 is the best added another solid performance to the 90's, while Ditka's Bears did the
not to be outdone, however, as he sprint-Sports Editor
Division III women's cross country his career resume, completing the "Super Bowl Shuffle" in 1986.
ed away from the defence seven minutes
The only reason these curses exist is
runner in Ohio, period. Last Friday, course in 29:04.8 and finishing 65th
later and was taken down from behind,
Since losing a heartbreaker at home
the media catering to big market
Wooster's men's and women's cross in Division III.
leaving the referee no option but to
versus 01erlin to open their conference
I)
Rounding out the, men's top five teams. There are so many far more
point to the penalty spot. A few seconds
country teams traveled to the
season, the men's soccer team
later, Conaway's precision earned him
Methodist Theological School in finishers were a trio of young guys unfortunate cities, take Buffalo for
has been near perfect, winning four
instance. The Bills lost four Super
Deleware, Ohio to compete in the who continued their impressive seagames on the trot, while outscoring points 96 and 97 of his black and gold
Bowls in a row, and yet nolxdy made
finished
the
'09
sons.
race
their
and
Loy
on
to
Championships.
Bryan
was
2.
way
The
Wooster
meet
Leading
career,
the
way
their opponents
eighty-twin
o
had
up "the curse of the ostracized salaa
a
'06
time
Division
David
for
III
87th
Goalie
Treleven
teams
'been
Brian
has
brought
together
Conaway
victory.
for Wooster
mander". Then they returned to the
finished
six
'09
saves
Paul
and
hundred
from
Thompson
six
nearly
29:55.7,
runners
up
racking
spectacular
the
stands
of
3
game,
100
'06, who
points shy
playoffs with "Flutie Magic", and were
in
Earlham
all
19th
Ohio
Colin
and
from
division.
with
Adam
and
late
charge
29:58.0,
over
a
every
keeping
career-poiout
plateau (tied
victimized by the "Music City
and
in
finished
dominance.
'07
100th
Next
women's
men's
with
his
Both
teams
Haverkamp
the
the
goalkeeping
Milligan '04 for 3rd place on
Miracle". It continues into other
Overall,
is
men
finished
in
a
this
Scots
the
for
the
'homecoming
had
showing
a
state 30:17.1.
game
up'
great
list) after last weekend's game against
winless
the
in
29th
who
of
teams.
sports too, the Sabres (again I know,
wide
out
41
are
meet.
versus Kenyon,
Earlham (3-- 9, ).
it's hockey you don't care, but humor
KickofT
slated
far.
for
and
home
is
Scots
week
this
Out of two hundred
The
return
seventy
Although temperatures were down in conference thus
Bean
five women, Wieferich finished ninth
for
the Jim
Twilight me) lost the Stanley Cup on a goal that
the fifties and rain fell relentlessly, 3:30pm.
L.C.
Boles went in the side of the net. In the
overall and won the Division III Invitational at the
Conaway's 40 career goals now
Wooster took the early lead in the conNBA the LA Clippers (who my girlMemorial Golf Course. Wieferich
crown in her most closely contested
ensure that he will hang up his rxxts
test thanks to Conaway's league-leadifriend refers to as the I.M. team of the
ranked in the top--3 in at least one statisrace of the season. Wieferich com- - will look to continue her blistering
ninth goal of the season, as he tapped
tical category at Wooster. Although the
race in form as the NCAC are looming only NBA) used to be the Buffalo Braves.
pleted the
home a loose ball to put the Scots up
Four years before the team left Buffalo
18:38.8, only nine seconds ahead of a fortnight away. Wooster has not
Although Wooster dominated the two men ahead of him, Ian Banda and
qualified a harrier for the NCAA the average attendance was 1 1,397, the
the second place finisher.
Key Akintunde are unlikely to be
game, firing 23 shots to the Quakers' 12,
However, nine seconds in a cross national meet in recent memory, and average attendance for the NBA chamcaught, Conaway can emulate their
they were unable to add to their scoreWieferich will look to buck that pion that year; 8,799.
board tally and eventually paid the price heroics by continuing his goalscoring country race can seem like an eterniWhen the Red Sox won, everyone
trend as she goes for her fourth conhonors
ty, and the race wasn't even close.
glut and earning
for their sloppiness in front of goal, as
win
said
it was about time. I just thought
secutive
the
miss
of
four
women's
the
season.
again,
in
other
final
Once
the
only
his
glaring
season,
tied
the
Anciano
game
Victor
freshman
allx-i- t
that
sparkling
it was about time Sox fans shut
in
re
his
otherwise
a
Mime.
deflation
minute,
fifth
up in the
6
SURVIVOR SUPPORT SYSTEM
up. Red Sox fans are not the true
sports fans. The fans of teams like
A group of faculty and staff who are available to confidentially assist
Buffalo, Cleveland, or Cincinnati who
survivors of, or those who know survivors of sexual assault. For
get excited when their tiddlywinks
assistance contact:
team goes to nationals are the true
fans. While ESPN discusses the "misExt. 2319
Longbrake
Nancy Anderson
00
fortunes" of big market teams, and
Ext. 2357
Kauke 129A
rs SO
Mary Bader
their fans whine on idiotblogs.com,
03
Ext. 2256
Kauke8
Pam Frese
et
the
fans suffer content-l- y,
O
Ext. 2543
Wishart 118
Shirley Huston-Findle- y
X
I salute them.
and
Ext. 2301
The Lilly House
Dianna Kardulias
Thanks for coining along for the
Ext. 2208
Church
Westminster
Carroll Meyer
o
ride and don't worry, I'm sure Shabad
will be back next week.
Students may also contact the College counselors at Ext. 2319 or a
the
Wooster
To
assault,
contact
an
2601
at
report
Ext
Minister
Campus
By Nick 'My IM trams went 0 this
or Security at Ext
City Police at 911 (emergencies) or
week but I'm man enough to not bring it
2590.
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